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Cool and Round. These are the two words director Lou Contey and set designer Brian Sidney

Bembridge agreed would guide their thinking about the design for TimeLine Theatre Company’s

production of Copenhagen.

This is not the first show the two, new associate members at TimeLine, have collaborated on for

the company devoted to staging stories inspired by history. Together they worked on It’s All True

and Pravda. So, while Contey concedes that describing the Michael Frayn play as “very round

and very cool” is abstract, he says it gave them a good idea of their impressions of the script and

the possibilities for putting the show up at the TimeLine space on Wellington.

Next the duo of director and designer established where they didn’t want to go. “We kind of

decided what we didn’t want, which clears the space for us to be a little more creative,” Contey

said. “One thing I said to him is that I really didn’t want to go with something cosmic and

ethereal.” Bembridge hadn’t read or seen the play before being hired as its set designer, but he

was familiar with other theatre’s design concepts for the show.

The Tony Award-winning drama exploring a mysterious 1941 meeting in Copenhagen between

German physicist Werner Heisenberg and his Danish mentor, Niels Bohr, is set in an afterlife of

some sort, well after the meeting, which shifted the relationship between the men, as well as the

course of World War II. The play’s consideration of the scientific discovery and the development

of the atomic bomb often inspires sets laden with planetary or atomic symbolism.
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Neither Bembridge nor Contey wanted to take that route. “We wanted the design to stay away

from the scientific nature of it,” Bembridge said. “We wanted to definitely put it in a place

[where] we thought the audience could connect with the people more and not in this weird

scientific world.” While the science in Frayn’s script is important, it’s the relationships between

Bohrs, Heisenberg and Bohr’s wife Margrethe that are a more essential focus, the director and

designer agreed.

Their discussions also took into consideration the audience seating in relation to the stage set.

After all, TimeLine prides itself on creating a new viewing space with each and every show.

“We always strive to start with a totally clean canvas to create an audience-stage configuration

that works best for whatever the given show is,” said artistic director PJ Powers.

“It just opens up more possibilities for each show to not say to a design team or a director,

‘Okay, you’re in this corner of the stage and it has these dimensions,’” Powers said. “With a

really creative designer like Brian, or a director like Lou who wants to work outside the box, they

come up with possibilities that we’ve maybe never thought of, and that totally alter the experience

for an audience. But it’s not easy to do. It’s like building two sets. We literally have to rebuild our

audience seating for each show.”

Bembridge and Contey began thinking of something with an amphitheatre feel, with seating

reminiscent of a lecture hall or a hospital observation room.

With all the various ideas from the first meeting, Bembridge went away to do some research. In



his next meeting with Contey, he presented the director with several images capturing different

looks they might consider for their Copenhagen. He brought in images of the devastating

aftermath of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. Homes, offices and buildings are shown in extreme

states of emptiness. Along with these striking photographs, he presented high fashion photo

spreads that had a similar aesthetic of decay. Another series of photographs showed big black

glossy walls with elaborate moldings that also appealed to their sense of cool, lost elegance.

“It’s sort of a weird thing because we didn’t want to say a nuclear explosion happened here but

we wanted this sort of decaying world,” Bembridge said. “It says right in the beginning of the

play that they’re dead so it’s really sort of this netherworld.”

Combining elements of the several different concepts, Bembridge then returned with a model

with the stage area as a semicircle with its parameters demarcated by plastic walls. While the

plastic is intended to give the place what Contey calls “a ghostly feel” there is also a suggestion

of literal architecture given by the chair rails and doorway moldings on the plastic material

Bembridge is working with.

Powers admits he was surprised when Bembridge suggested using plastic to define the stage. “It

really kind of blew us away: ‘Oh, a big plastic wall?’ Who designs things with plastic walls? But

it works great.”

The plastic being used is a see-thru vinyl welding curtain that is heat welded and is about the

weight of two shower curtains melded together. Bembridge had thought of using it for work he

was doing on The Full Monty and had samples to bring in to Contey and Powers.

The material is malleable and is affixed to a huge curved frame to create the set’s walls. When

the show’s technical director Robert Groth found a local source with a cheaper plastic product,

Bembridge was able to get two plastic walls which creates a hallway effect, that works well with

the shadows lighting designer Keith Parham had in mind.

The new plastic curtain came with seams, but Bembridge worked around that problem by

working the seams into the chair and picture rail he was already planning to paint on his plastic

wall. “The cool and uncool thing is that we’re going to sand the entire thing,” he said. Each

plastic wall is 12-foot tall and one is 23-feet while the other is 35-feet wide. The sanding is all

being done with hand sanders to give the wall a frosted look that will go solid when it’s front lit

and function as a scrim when lit from behind.

“None of us have really worked with it in this form or fashion, so we kind of don’t know exactly,

until we get it up, what we can do with it,” Bembridge said enthusiastically.

The show’s color palate is gray, “very chalky and ashen,” and, inspired heavily by the nuclear

aftermath photographs Bembridge brought in. The set aims to give an overall sense of having

been melted, or coated, in some sort of ash. The set’s few chairs are being given a waxy finish, as

something has melted or dripped on them, and the wood flooring will be severely distressed.

The audience effectively completes the circle (though Contey concedes that “it’s a little square;

it has to do with budget and physics in that space”) sitting in steep arced seats opposite the stage.

“The audience is effectively looking down on the action even from the front row,” Contey said.

“So there’s a certain amount of aesthetic distance and at the same time a certain amount of

voyeurism, people kind of peeking into a room that they shouldn’t be peeking into.”

The simplicity of the stage furniture is both a blessing and a curse. “When you’ve got three

people on stage and two chairs, there’s just not a whole lot of choices in terms of how interesting

the stage picture gets. But at the same time it gives you a certain freedom to just move things

about,” Contey said.



Ultimately, it aids the audience in focusing on the show’s language and the relationships

between its characters, he said.

Even the lighting and Andrew Hansen’s sound design will aim to avoid distracting the audience

with stagecraft, Contey said. The show will be “very self-contained, very intimate.”

Powers, who will be portraying Heisenberg, describes the design as a “ghostlike netherworld.”

Bembridge, who also designed another relationship story based in science, Hannah & Martin,

for TimeLine, is familiar with the impulse to keep the stage effects simple to better facilitate

audience immersion in an at times challenging script. In fact, the seating arrangement he’s using

for Copenhagen is a riff on an idea he had considered but discarded for the earlier production,

where he wanted the audience sitting in high scaffolding. Now at least he’s been able to

incorporate his vision for a tall seating area with the audience looking down in the space.

“It definitely feels different and new, which I always think is exciting in that space at TimeLine.”

Yet the audience seating isn’t entirely as Bembridge originally envisioned. He had to make some

concessions on the positioning and shaping of the house to conform to fire code considerations.

“PJ thought the fire department might have a problem with [audiences] walking under a wooden

platform to the fire exit,” he said. “Of course I don’t think in those terms. I think this is cool.”

With the design approved and work in progress in early August, the director described the

process of coming up with a design for both the set and the seating as both “liberating” and “labor

intensive.”

“As an artist it gives me just one more paintbrush to work with,” he said. “In this particular case,

it’s going to put us in a place where we’re not quite sure where we are. But at the same time we

have enough to hang our reality on and we won’t get distracted when we’re supposed to be

paying attention to the things that the actors, the characters, are saying, and the playwright’s

trying to tell us.”

Powers had for years been wanting TimeLine to give voice to what Frayn’s trying to say in

Copenhagen. The play, he said, “really gets at the heart of what TimeLine is all about, looking at

a story from history from a totally different perspective.”

While the story is about atomic physics and trying to imagine or re-imagine this mysterious

event in history that ultimately changed the face of mankind, it’s also an exciting theatre piece

with unbelievable language and an incredible theatricality, Powers said. The play was last seen in

Chicago when a post-Broadway tour played the Shubert.

“We felt that this play sort of begged for a resident Chicago production in a more intimate

setting,” he said. “I have a hard time wrapping my mind around what that must have been like

sitting in the third balcony at the Shubert seeing this play.”

Turning to Bembridge to design the show made sense because he stretches the company’s

resources as well as its creativity, Powers said. “He never settles for the simple or obvious

solution and always wants to use the space in the way it’s never been used for.”

This would prove helpful in distinguishing the show from previous incarnations. “We know a lot

of people did see it at the Shubert, or in New York, or London, and have preconceived notions of

it. We knew that Brian could help us re-imagine and make it a very different experience in our

space,” Powers said.

Overall Bembridge was going for a mysterious, ghostly feel. Not so much the aftermath of a

nuclear disaster as the decaying afterwards. “It should feel important and yet a little sad and

wilted and decayed,” he said.



“I always worry that people pigeon hole me and my work, but I think what I really like to do is

help tell the story in a very simple way without giving you everything,” Bembridge added.

“We’re not necessarily answering all of the questions for you.”


